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Multi-Head Spindles

Custom Components for
Machine Tool Attachments

The SYSTEMATIC Multi-Head Range exclusively manufactured by JENA-TEC
provides a wide range of engineered solutions for High Productivity Machining.
Our experienced engineers can design or retro-fit our multi-head components
into your Machining Centre to maximize the productivity demands of today’s
environment, offering you time and cost savings in the manufacturing process.

Single or Multiple Heads for:
nBlock

Boring
nDrilling & Tapping
nReaming
nDual

Spindle with Indexing Rotation
nW Axis Slide Function
nGear and Belt-Driven Multiple Spindles

JENA-TEC Advantage:
nDesigned

to your Speciﬁcations.
nExtensive Proven Designs from the
SYSTEMATIC’s Archives.
nUtilises the Latest HSK, ISO or BT
Tooling Systems.
nRigid Cast-Iron Housing.
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Family of Linear Motion Products

In addition to Multi-Head Spindle Systems, JENA-TEC’s expanding product range
includes an array of Linear Motion Components for numerous industries. With over
30 years of manufacturing expertise, coupled with our committment to state-of-the-art
manufacturing solutions, JENA-TEC is your one-stop source for Motion Components.

Precision Ball Screws

Support Units

Duplex Grinders

+44(0)1623 726010

Linear Rail Guides

Precision Rotary Tables

Spindles
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Quality. Service. Precision.
Quality.
Service.
Precision.
When customers think
of JENA-TEC, the words quality
and exceptional service come to
mind. Not only do we
manufacturer Precision Linear
Motion products, but we design,
engineer, reverse-engineer,
repair and refurbish these
products to our customers’
specifications.
What sets JENA-TEC above the
competition is that we provide
direct contact support from
JENA-TEC engineers. Our
experienced experts can utilize
proven solutions and new
technologies to improve your
way of manufacturing.

The name, JENA-TEC, is closely
linked to the German town of Jena
where it has maintained one of its
manufacturing facilities for over
30 years.

JENA-TEC . . . a Proud Heritage of Tradition and Quality.
Our state-of-the-art manufacturing facility, Jenaer Gewindetechnik GmbH,
is located in Jena, Germany. JENA-TEC has a proud heritage and a strong
international presence both in the United States and United Kingdom with a
variety of linear motion products used in numerous applications around the
world..

Whether you need new parts or
assemblies, need replacement
parts, or need our engineers to
re-create, retrofit or reverse
engineer from sample, print or
failed part, JENA-TEC is your
value-added solution for your
Linear Motion needs.
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